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SSN - Tom Clancy 2000
The author's "forgotten novel" about submarine
warfare finds the United States at war and its
underwater fleet carrying the burden of the
conflict. Reprint.
Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six
- Michael Knight 1999

Covers all new Eagle Watch missions In-depth
strategies for planning every mission and for
executing your strike with utmost precision
Detailed intelligence maps for all Rainbow Six
and Eagle Watch missions Dossiers on all 24
playable characters, including the new Eagle
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Watch operatives Covers all new Eagle Watch
multiplayer modes Basic anti-terrorist tactics
every aspiring Special Forces commando should
know
Shadow Warriors - Tom Clancy 2003-02-04
An unconventional war requires unconventional
men—the Special Forces. Green Berets • Navy
SEALS • Rangers • Air Force Special Operations
• PsyOps • Civil Affairs • and other specialmission units The first two Commanders books,
Every Man a Tiger and Into the Storm, provided
masterly blends of history, biography, you-arethere narrative, insight into the practice of
leadership, and plain old-fashioned storytelling.
Shadow Warriors is all of that and more, a book
of uncommon timeliness, for, in the words of
Lieutenant General Bill Yarborough, “there are
itches that only Special Forces can scratch.”
Now, Carl Stiner—the second commander of
SOCOM, the U.S. Special Operations
Command—and Tom Clancy trace the
transformation of the Special Forces from the

small core of outsiders of the 1950s, through the
cauldron of Vietnam, to the rebirth of the SF in
the late 1980s and 1990s, and on into the new
century as the bearer of the largest, most mixed,
and most complex set of missions in the U.S.
military. These are the first-hand accounts of
soldiers fighting outside the lines:
counterterrorism, raids, hostage rescues,
reconnaissance, counterinsurgency, and
psychological operations—from Vietnam and
Laos to Lebanon to Panama, to Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, and Iraq, to the new wars of today…
Tom Clancy Line of Sight
- Mike Maden
2019-03-05
Jack Ryan Jr. finds that the scars of war can last
a lifetime in this entry in Tom Clancy's #1 New
York Times bestselling series. Twenty-six years
ago, Dr. Cathy Ryan restored the eyesight of a
young Bosnian girl who had been injured during
an attack in the Bosnian War. Today, her son
Jack Ryan, Jr. has agreed to track down the
young woman and deliver a letter from his
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mother. What he finds shocks them both. The
helpless child has grown into a remarkable
woman. Aida Curic is a self-possessed beauty
with a big heart and an even bigger secret who
runs a controversial refugee agency near
Sarajevo. Jack finds himself deeply drawn to
both her and her country, but soon finds himself
in the crosshairs of the seething ethnic tensions
and ancient blood feuds of the Balkans, the
region of Europe where empires go to die. If
Jack can't navigate the world of secret service
agencies, special operators and local mafias to
save Aida, Sarajevo will prove the be the fuse
that lights the next world war.
Submarine - Tom Clancy 2003-05-06
Only the author of The Hunt for Red October
could capture the reality of life aboard a nuclear
submarine. Only a writer of Mr. Clancy's
magnitude could obtain security clearance for
information, diagrams, and photographs never
before available to the public. Now, every
civilian can enter this top secret world...the

weapons, the procedures, the people
themselves...the startling facts behind the fiction
that made Tom Clancy a #1 bestselling author.
Code Ssn - Tom Clancy 2000
21 février 2003 : la United Fuels Corporation
annonce la découverte en mer de Chine d'un
gigantesque gisement pétrolier, au large des îles
Spratly. 23 février 2003 : coup d'Etat en Chine.
Le conservateur marxiste Li Peng s'empare du
pouvoir. 26 février 2003 : la Chine envahit les
îles Spratly. Un pétrolier américain est
arraisonné. 27 février 2003 : l'US Navy est
placée en alerte maximum. Les porte-avions
Nimitz et Independence font route vers
l'archipel. À bord de l'USS Cheyenne, un sousmarin nucléaire de la dernière génération,
fleuron de la flotte américaine, le commandant
Bartholomew "Mack" Mackley reçoit l'ordre de
les rejoindre. Sa vraie mission : empêcher la
déflagration mondiale... Après Octobre rouge,
Jeux de guerre et Danger immédiat, le nouveau
technothriller de Tom Clancy nous plonge dans
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un suspense plus angoissant que jamais, nourri
d'une connaissance hors pair des technologies
militaires les plus avancées.
Voyage of the Devilfish - Michael DiMercurio
2016-10-22
The Kaliningrad stands as the last great triumph
of Soviet submarine technology. Now it has put
out to sea, lurking beneath the polar ice cap. In
command is the most brilliant officer the Soviet
fleet has ever produced—Admiral Alexi
Novskoyy. And in his fanatical hands is the
power to turn back the clock to the Cold
War…and begin the countdown to doomsday.
Opposing him is the killer chase sub USS
Devilfish, captained by Commander Michael
Pacino—a dogged veteran of the American fleet.
His orders are to hunt down and destroy the
Russian vessel. But his personal mission is to
settle an old score with Novskoyy—the man who
killed his father. The ultimate undersea duel is
about to begin…
Red Crew - Jim Howe 2018-06-15

Red Crew is a first-hand account of U.S. Coast
Guard anti-smuggling operations during the
early years of the nation’s maritime war on
drugs. Jim Howe describes his experience as the
executive officer of a specialized drug-hunting
crew that sailed in then-state-of-the-art “surface
effect ships,” a small flotilla of high-speed
vessels pressed into the drug war on short
notice. In the early 1980s, South Florida and the
Caribbean were awash in illicit drugs, with
hundreds of smuggling organizations bringing
huge loads of marijuana, and later cocaine, into
the United States. To fight this epidemic, the
Reagan administration led a massive effort to
disrupt shore-side gangs while bolstering
interdiction activity at sea. To increase the
number of days at sea for each surface effect
ship, a “multi-crewing” concept was employed,
with four teams of sixteen sailors—the Red,
Blue, Green, and Gold Crews—rotating among
three hulls. Through its first-person narrative,
Red Crew offers a rare glimpse into the day-toDownloaded from
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day pressures, challenges, failures, and
successes of Coast Guard cuttermen as they
carried out complex and dangerous missions.
Red Crew provides a unique historical view of
the early days in the Coast Guard’s war on
drugs, and is the only book-length history of the
diminutive, one-of-a-kind surface effect ship
fleet.
Red Metal - Mark Greaney 2019-07-16
A Russian military strike against Europe could
change the balance of power in the West. A
stunningly realistic view of modern warfare from
a battlefield commander and the New York
Times bestselling author of The Gray Man. The
Russian bear has awakened. Their tanks race
across Poland crushing all opposition on a
headlong dash for the heart of Germany.
Satellite killing missiles blind American forces
while Spetznatz teams destroy Allied
communications relays. It's all part of a master
plan to confuse and defeat America and her
allies. Ranged against the Russian attack are a

Marine lieutenant colonel pulled out of a cushy
job at the Pentagon and thrown into the fray, a
French Special Forces captain and his
intelligence operative father, a young Polish
female partisan fighter, an A-10 Warthog pilot,
and the captain of an American tank platoon
who, along with a German sergeant, struggle to
keep a small group of American and German
tanks in the fight. Operation Red Metal is a
nightmare scenario made real but could it just
be the first move on the Russian chessboard?
Airframe - Michael Crichton 2011-03-22
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the
author of Jurassic Park, Timeline, and Sphere
comes this extraordinary thriller about airline
safety, business intrigue, and a deadly cover-up.
“The pacing is fast, the suspense
nonstop.”—People Three passengers are dead.
Fifty-six are injured. The interior cabin is
virtually destroyed. But the pilot manages to
land the plane. At a moment when the issue of
safety and death in the skies is paramount in the
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public mind, a lethal midair disaster aboard a
commercial twin-jet airliner flying from Hong
Kong to Denver triggers a pressured and frantic
investigation. Airframe is nonstop reading, full of
the extraordinary mixture of super suspense and
authentic information on a subject of compelling
interest that are the hallmarks of Michael
Crichton. “A one-sitting read that will cause a
lifetime of white-knuckled nightmares.”—The
Philaelphia Inquirer “The ultimate thriller . . .
[Crichton’s] stories are always page-turners of
the highest order. . . . [Airframe] moves like a
firehouse dog chasing a red truck.”—The Denver
Post “Dramatically vivid.”—The New York Times
Tom Clancy's Ghost Recon - David Michaels
2008-11-04
The U.S. Army’s Special Forces are known for
their highly specialized training and courage
behind enemy lines. But there’s a group that’s
even more stealthy and deadly. It’s comprised of
the most feared operators on the face of the
earth—the soldiers of Ghost Recon.

State of Siege
- Tom Clancy 1999-07-01
Driven by greed, a group of U.N. peacekeeping
soldiers becomes involved in activities on the
wrong side of the law. When their tour of duty
ends, the mayhem begins. Calling themselves
the "Keepers," the rogue soldiers -- outfitted
with stolen U.N. arms and ammunition -- devise
a shocking scheme to get the world's attention...
Meanwhile, Op-Center head Paul Hood has
cleared out his desk. But his retirement is shortlived. Demanding one hundred million dollars in
ransom, the Keepers have taken over the U.N. -where ambassadors from ten nations have
gathered for a gala function at which Hood's
daughter will perform. This time the Keepers
have made it personal. And the Op-Center forces
will strike with deadly vengeance...
Debt of Honor- Tom Clancy 1995-08-01
Don't Miss the Original Series Tom Clancy's Jack
Ryan Starring John Krasinski! THE #1 NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLING JACK RYAN
NOVEL “A harrowing tale…Clancy keeps you
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riveted with political intrigue and military
maneuvering [and] sends you rushing headlong
to the book’s stunning conclusion.”—USA Today
Bestselling author Tom Clancy takes a bold,
incisive look at what our nation’s leaders are
calling “the new world order.” The time and
place: a world at peace, where yesterday’s
enemies are tomorrow’s allies. The players: Jack
Ryan as the new U.S. President’s National
Security Advisor, and his CIA colleagues, John
Clark and Domingo Chavez. The crisis: a
shocking chain of events in which the wages of
peace are as fully complex—and devastating—as
those of war. “[Debt of Honor] traces the
financial, political, military, and personal
machinations that drive America into the next
major global war…A
SHOCKER.”—Entertainment Weekly
The Teeth Of The Tiger - Tom Clancy
2004-07-27
Tom Clancy brings Jack Ryan's son—Jack Ryan,
Jr.—to the forefront in this #1 New York Times

bestselling thriller. A man named Mohammed
sits in a café in Vienna, about to propose a deal
to a Colombian. What if they combined his
network of Middle East agents and sympathizers
with the Colombian’s drug network in America?
The potential for profits would be
enormous—and the potential for destruction
unimaginable. A young man in suburban
Maryland who has grown up around intrigue is
about to put his skills to the test. Taught the
ways of the world firsthand by agents,
statesmen, analysts, Secret Servicemen, and
black-op specialists, he crosses the radar of “The
Campus”—a secret organization set up to
identify local terrorist threats and deal with
them by any means necessary. His name: Jack
Ryan, Jr.
Pride Runs Deep - R. Cameron Cooke
2005-02-22
“A great submarine story, on a par with The
Hunt for Red October.”—Nelson DeMille
Shattered by surprise attack, the U.S. rebuilds
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its fleet at Pearl Harbor. And the badly damaged
Submarine Division Seven holds the line against
the Japanese Navy. Every enemy ship that slips
through means more lives lost. Now it’s up to Lt.
Commander Jack Tremain to whip into shape a
hardluck boat that’s returned from what may be
the worst patrol in history. The loss of even one
more American sub could be devastating. But
Tremain is determined to make the Japanese
pay. Even if this is his last patrol ever.
Ssn 14 - Ryan Ramsey 2016-03-31
SSN 14 is a dramatic and honest account of a
year in the life of HMS Turbulent, the Royal
Navy nuclear powered attack submarine led by
Ryan Ramsey. During 2011 Turbulent
participated in the Libya intervention and passed
through the Suez Canal to take up patrol in the
Indian Ocean against the extraordinary political
backdrop of the Arab Spring, in the period
where both Colonel Gaddafi and Osama Bin
Laden were killed and piracy and terrorism was
rife. Turbulent suffered a catastrophic failure of

its cooling systems. The fight to survive tested
Ryans command to its limits. Although the
suffering was immense, the entire crew survived
intact. Ryan also had to deal with constantly
changing crew and transform them into a tightknit, smoothly functioning team that could meet,
and exceed, any challenge thrown at them. This
books documents his failures, as well as his
successes and offers a unique insight into
leadership in the most challenging of
environments. No matter where your business
battles are fought, this will help you be
phenomenal at what you do.
High Wire - Tom Clancy 2001
When Net Force explorer Andy Moore helps to
program the virtual animals of the Cservanka
Brothers Circus, he discovers a black market of
high-tech weapons software and hardware.
Rise to Victory - R. Cameron Cooke 2006-01-31
The acclaimed author of the USA Today
bestseller Pride Runs Deep returns to the pulsepounding depths of international suspense as an
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undersea war is waged… Returning from
deployment in the Middle East, attack sub USS
Providence has received emergency tasking
orders only miles from homeport. The mission:
head for Indonesia and evacuate U.S. citizens
endangered by a violent rebellion. Positioned on
the front lines of the war on terrorism, the
hunters of the USS Providence are now the
hunted as they become engaged with a rebel sub
in an epic undersea duel. And only the victor can
surface alive.
Net Force: Dark Web - Jerome Preisler
2019-11-26
NOW A NATIONAL BESTSELLER The return of
the cutting-edge thriller series Net Force,
created by Tom Clancy and Steve Pieczenik and
written by Jerome Preisler. The number one
threat to our nation’s security is in cyberspace.
The new US president wants to tackle the urgent
problem head-on and launches a top secret line
of defense: Net Force. But before the
organization can be announced, the country is

hit by an unprecedented, two-pronged terror
attack. Not yet empowered by Congress nor
embraced by a dubious intelligence community,
still untested, unproven and officially unnamed,
Net Force’s elite group of cyber experts and
field operatives must lead the fight against the
ongoing waves of hacks while tracking down the
mastermind. Their failure could mean global
catastrophe. Success may lead them to become
the highest-level security agency in the United
States. A story that seems ripped from
tomorrow’s headlines, Net Force: Dark Web
relaunches one of the most prescient thriller
series at a time when cybersecurity is more vital
than ever.
DEFCON One - Joe Weber 2012-07-01
From the acclaimed thriller writer, Joe Weber,
comes a chilling novel of the Cold War. The
United States and Soviet Union are at the brink
of war. Fearful of U.S. plans for an anti-missile
defense system that could defeat a USSR first
strike, the Soviet General Secretary, the
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conservative successor to Gorbachev, conceives
a plan to act first. Russian Bear bombers violate
U.S. airspace, leading to a response by American
F-15s. A U.S. Navy battle group is attacked in
the North Atlantic. And in orbit, a Soviet hunter
killer satellite attacks an American space
shuttle. As the world careens towards a nuclear
conflict, only a lone CIA operative stands
between peace and utter destruction. But can he
act in time? Vividly portraying the real world of
military hardware and combining it with pageturning action, DEFCON One is the definition of
a classic thriller.
Submarine - Tom Clancy 2003-05-06
Only the author of The Hunt for Red October
could capture the reality of life aboard a nuclear
submarine. Only a writer of Mr. Clancy's
magnitude could obtain security clearance for
information, diagrams, and photographs never
before available to the public. Now, every
civilian can enter this top secret world...the
weapons, the procedures, the people

themselves...the startling facts behind the fiction
that made Tom Clancy a #1 bestselling author.
Tom Clancy's EndWar: The Hunted - Tom
Clancy 2011-02-01
She's known as the Snow Maiden-an operative of
a secret group dedicated to world domination.
To get their hands on her, U.S. Special Forces
Captain Alexander Brent and his team will have
to outmaneuver a terrorist faction bent on
wiping her off the face of the earth.
Into the Storm
- Tom Clancy 2007-05-01
In his brilliant, bestselling novels, Tom Clancy
has explored the most dramatic military and
security issues of our time. Now he takes
readers deep into the operational art of war with
this insightful look at one of America's most
important military engagements in recent years:
the Gulf War. Never before has the art of
maneuver warfare been explored so incisively
and in such rich, provocative detail. Clancy and
General Frederick M. Franks, Jr.-commander of
the main force that broke the back of the
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Republican Guard-take us deep inside the war
councils and command posts and up to the front
lines. They give us a war that few people really
knew-and that television never showed.
Hunter Killer (Movie Tie-In)
- George Wallace
2018-10-16
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE STARRING
GERARD BUTLER AND GARY OLDMAN A
submarine captain races to prevent World War
III in this thrilling adventure. Below the polar ice
cap, an American nuclear submarine moves
quietly in the freezing water, tailing a new
Russian sub. But the usual, unspoken game of
hide-and-seek between opposing captains is
ended when the Americans hear sounds of
disaster and flooding, and the Russian sub sinks
in a thousand feet of water. The American sub
rushes to help, only to join its former quarry in
the deep. The situation ignites tensions around
the world. As both Washington and Moscow
prepare for what may be the beginnings of
World War III, the USS Toledo—led by young,

untested Captain Joe Glass—heads to the
location to give aid. He soon discovers that the
incident was no accident. And the men behind it
have yet to make their final move. A move only
Glass can stop. Previously Published As Firing
Point
Tom Clancy SSN - Tom Clancy 2000-02-01
The "forgotten Clancy novel," SSN is a complete
submarine warfare novel with maps, photos, and
a special interview with Tom Clancy and former
submarine commander Doug Littlejohns
Tom Clancy's Op-Center- Jeff Rovin 1997
In Tom Clancy's all-new, original novel, OpCenter: Acts of War, Syrian terrorists have
attacked a dam inside the borders of Turkey,
threatening the water supply of their very
homeland. It is not insanity, but the first step in
a deceptively simple plan: to force all-out war in
the Middle East. What they don't know is that a
new Regional Op-Center is now on-line in
Greece, and its team can see exactly what the
rebels are trying to do. But these terrorists are
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more resourceful than anyone thinks.
Red Storm Rising - Tom Clancy 1987-07-01
From the author of the Jack Ryan series comes
an electrifying #1 New York Times bestseller—a
standalone military thriller that envisions World
War 3... A chillingly authentic vision of modern
war, Red Storm Rising is as powerful as it is
ambitious. Using the latest advancements in
military technology, the world's superpowers
battle on land, sea, and air for ultimate global
control. It is a story you will never forget. Hardhitting. Suspenseful. And frighteningly real.
“Harrowing...tense...a chilling ring of
truth.”—TIME
Firing Point - George Wallace 2012-07-03
NOW THE MAJOR MOTION PICTURE HUNTER
KILLER—STARRING GERARD BUTLER AND
GARY OLDMAN A submarine captain races to
prevent World War III in this thrilling adventure.
Below the polar ice cap, an American nuclear
submarine moves quietly in the freezing water,
tailing a new Russian sub. But the usual,

unspoken game of hide-and-seek between
opposing captains is ended when the Americans
hear sounds of disaster and flooding, and the
Russian sub sinks in a thousand feet of water.
The American sub rushes to help, only to join its
former quarry in the deep. The situation ignites
tensions around the world. As both Washington
and Moscow prepare for what may be the
beginnings of World War III, the USS
Toledo—led by young, untested Captain Joe
Glass—heads to the location to give aid. He soon
discovers that the incident was no accident. And
the men behind it have yet to make their final
move. A move only Glass can stop.
Tom Clancy's Splinter Cell: Checkmate
- David
Michaels 2006-11-07
He is Sam Fisher: Third Echelon special
operative. And when a cargo freighter loaded
down with radioactive material is headed
towards the coast of the United States, he has
minutes to disable the ship - or die trying.
Blind Man's Bluff - Sherry Sontag 2008-03-04
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Discover the secret history of America's
submarine warfare in this fast-paced and deeply
researched chronicle of adventure and intrigue
during the Cold War that reads like a spy
thriller. Blind Man's Bluff is an exciting, epic
story of adventure, ingenuity, courage, and
disaster beneath the sea. This New York Times
bestseller reveals previously unknown dramas,
such as: The mission to send submarines wired
with self-destruct charges into the heart of
Soviet seas to tap crucial underwater telephone
cables. How the Navy's own negligence may
have been responsible for the loss of the USS
Scorpion, a submarine that disappeared, all
hands lost, in 1968. The bitter war between the
CIA and the Navy and how it threatened to
sabotage one of America's most important
undersea missions. The audacious attempt to
steal a Soviet submarine with the help of
eccentric billionaire Howard Hughes, and how it
was doomed from the start. A magnificent
achievement in investigative reporting, Blind

Man's Bluff reads like a spy thriller, but with one
important difference-everything in it is true.
Arctic Gambit - Larry Bond 2018-05-29
Jerry Mitchell returns in Arctic Gambit, an
explosive military thriller by New York Times
bestselling author Larry Bond Jerry Mitchell,
now the commodore of submarine Development
Squadron Five, is dismayed when USS Toledo is
reported missing in Arctic waters, close to
Russian territory. The vessel is captained by his
former shipmate and close friend, Lenny Berg.
Eager to investigate, Jerry convinces the Navy to
redirect one of his squadron’s boats to find out
what happened. It turns out Toledo was sunk
just outside of Russian territorial waters by a
torpedo launched from a naval mine. Even more
disturbing is the discovery that Russia is
building a deadly weapon. Engineers have
modified the STATUS-6, a strategic nuclearpropelled, nuclear armed torpedo that is already
operational, into a stealthy first strike weapon:
Drakon. This new tool would allow the Russians
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to launch a completely covert nuclear
decapitation strike on the USA. The new Russian
president has plans for Europe, and is more than
willing to use nuclear blackmail—or an actual
attack—to keep the Americans from interfering.
To avoid a Russian war in Europe, and a nuclear
catastrophe at home, Mitchell must find a way to
destroy the Drakon launcher before it’s too late.
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Shadow of Honor - Tom Clancy 2000
Andy Moore has always believed his father
fought and died heroically in the South African
War, but new evidence indicate he may have
carried out a massacre and Andy is determined
to discover what is going on. Original.
SSN - Tom Clancy 1999
The Cardinal of the Kremlin - Tom Clancy
2013-10-29
In this electrifying #1 New York Times

bestselling thriller from Tom Clancy, a silent war
between the USA and Russia will decide the fate
of the world—and Jack Ryan is behind enemy
lines. Two men possess vital data on Russia’s
Star Wars missile defense system. One of them
is CARDINAL—America's highest agent in the
Kremlin—and he's about to be terminated by the
KGB. The other is the one American who can
save CARDINAL and lead the world to the brink
of peace...or war.
The Thief - Clive Cussler 2012-03-06
Turn-of-the-century detective Isaac Bell matches
wits with a German spy just as the world inches
closer to global warfare in this novel in the #1
New York Times-bestselling series. It's 1910 and
Chief Investigator Isaac Bell, along with fellow
Van Dorn detective, Archie Abbott, is escorting a
Wall Street stock swindler to his trial in New
York aboard the ocean liner Mauretania. Pair
intend to enjoy the open sea and make use of the
leisure time to plan Bell’s wedding to Miss
Marion Morgan, but are forced to change plans
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when two European scientists are nearly
abducted and forced overboard. Bell springs into
action just in time to stop the kidnapping, but his
new charges are convinced they are still at risk.
There’s something in their possession, an
historic invention, and there’s a German
munitions trust that will stop at nothing to steal
it. For war clouds are looming, and a ruthless
espionage agent has spotted an opportunity to
give the German Empire an edge in the coming
conflict. What’s worse, Bell’s already a step
behind. He’s made the mistake of assuming it’s
some sort of war machine. But not all weapons
are meant for the battlefield…
Games of State - Tom Clancy 1996
When old horrors are reborn in a newly unified
Germany and neo-Nazi groups spread violence
and hatred, Paul Hood and his team uncover
shocking plans to destabilize Europe and the
United States and set out to stop the explosive
rebirth of the Third Reich
Tom Clancy's Op-Center: Scorched Earth -

George Galdorisi 2016-08-02
General Bob Underwood is en route to Syria
when a rocket-propelled grenade strikes the side
of his Humvee and the heavily armored convoy
comes under attack. His bodyguard is brutally
murdered, and Underwood himself is kidnapped.
Hours later, the president and top officials watch
in horror from the Oval Office as the general is
viciously beheaded by an ISIS leader—broadcast
live on the Al Jazeera television network. The
world is stunned by the bloody scene, but even
more so that this supposedly loose-knit terrorist
organization was able to orchestrate a lethal
attack on the world’s most powerful military.
American forces goes into high gear on land and
sea to retaliate. But when the ISIS leader's son
is killed in an American bombing raid, his rage
knows no bounds, and he determines to wreak
vengeance on the American homeland itself.
Now it’s up to Op-Center to assemble its strike
force, domestic and abroad, to stay one step
ahead of a ruthless enemy—while the fate of the
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world hangs in the balance...
Tom Clancy's Op-Center: Out of the Ashes - Dick
Couch 2014-05-20
When terrorists detonate bombs in sports
stadiums around the country leaving men,
women and children dead or mutilated, the
president executes an emergency order to bring
back the pre-9/11 force known as Op-Center—a
new Op-Center capable of dealing with the high
tech crises of the 21st Century, and there is a
lethal one brewing in the Middle East. Original.
Tom Clancy's EndWar - Tom Clancy 2008-02-05
A new phenomenon begins. Created by #1 New

York Times bestselling author Tom Clancy Based
on the bestselling video game, this new series
will take readers onto the battlefields of World
War III with the technical savvy and explosive
action that Clancy fans have come to expect.
Tom Clancy's Op-Center: Into the -Fire
Dick
Couch 2015-05-05
When the USS Milwaukee is attacked by the
North Koreans, the Op-Center initiates a
sensitive operation to rescue the survivors, a
mission made more crucial following the
discovery of a secret pact between China and
North Korea.
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